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Abstract. We evaluate the stopping and image forces on a charged particle moving parallel to 
a single sheet of graphene supported by an insulating substrate under the gating conditions. The 
forces are presented as functions of the particle speed and the particle distance for a broad 
range of charge-carrier densities in graphene. We also consider the effects of a finite gap 
between graphene and a supporting substrate, as well as the effects of a finite damping rate that 
is included through the use of Mermin’s procedure. The damping rate is estimated from a 
tentative comparison of the Mermin loss function with a high-resolution reflection electron 
energy loss spectroscopy experiment. 
1.  Introduction 
Graphene is a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb 
lattice [1]. It is a basic building block for graphitic materials of all other dimensionalities: highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG, a stack of graphene layers), carbon nanotubes (rolled-up cylinders 
of graphene) and fullerene molecules (consisting of wrapped graphene by the introduction of 
pentagons on the hexagonal lattice) [2, 3]. Interactions of fast-moving charged particles with various 
carbon nanostructures have been investigated in recent years, e.g., in the electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS) of carbon nanotubes [4] and isolated layers of free-standing graphene [5].  
On the other hand, interactions of energetic heavy charged particles with graphene-based materials 
have been studied extensively for some time, e.g., in investigations of the directional effects in ion and 
molecule implantation into HOPG [6, 7], ion channelling through HOPG [8] and secondary electron 
emission from HOPG induced by fast ions [9] and clusters [10], as well as in ion channelling through 
carbon nanotubes [11, 12, 13, 14]. 
In order to better understand particle interactions with layered graphitic nanostructures and 
motivated by these developments, we explore here the effects of dynamic polarization of graphene on 
forces acting on ions moving parallel to it. Specifically, we calculate the dissipative force which 
opposes the ion's motion, called the stopping force, and the perpendicularly oriented conservative 
force which bends the ion's trajectory towards the sheet, called the image force. 
Generally speaking, the easiest way to calculate these forces is based on a 2D hydrodynamic model 
[15] which proved itself to be a valuable theoretical tool for qualitative understanding of the high-
frequency, collective excitations in carbon nanotubes [11, 16]. In the previous publications we have 
used a simpler, one-fluid hydrodynamic model, which treats all four carbon’s valence electrons as a 
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single fluid, to evaluate the dynamic image force on protons channelled through carbon nanotubes in 
the MeV  energy range [13, 17, 18], as well as the stopping and image forces on fast ions moving 
parallel to a single sheet of graphene supported by an insulating substrate [19] and the stopping and 
image forces up to the second order on fast ions moving parallel to free-standing graphene [20]. We 
have also calculated, in the previous publications, the stopping and image forces on projectiles moving 
parallel to both carbon nanotubes [11, 12] and supported graphene [21] using the linearized two-fluid 
hydrodynamic model, which makes distinction between the contributions of carbon’s σ and π electrons 
to plasmon excitations in these structures. We have also used the two-fluid hydrodynamic model to 
study the wake effect in interactions of fast ions with supported graphene [22]. 
In order to evaluate the stopping and image forces on slow ions moving parallel to a supported 
graphene under the gating conditions, the dielectric-response theory for surfaces and layered structures 
[23] is a convenient way to proceed, given that the dielectric function for graphene is available within 
the random phase approximation (RPA) based on a linear approximation for the π electron bands [24, 
25, 26]. We also use a kinetic (Vlasov) equation approach which yields a relatively simple dielectric 
function that describes both the intraband single-particle excitations (SPEs) and plasmon excitations in 
graphene’s π bands within the linearized electron energy dispersion approximation [27, 28]. 
Graphene usually appears in experimental situations as supported by a substrate [29, 30]. While the 
configuration of graphene on metal [29] opens interesting possibility of exciting novel modes of 
collective electron excitations due to plasmon hybridization [12, 31], we limit ourselves here to the 
insulating substrate, such as SiO2 lying underneath a single graphene sheet [30]. Surprisingly, while 
Ishigami et al. [30] have found that the distance h  between graphene and substrate is on the order of 
the distance between graphene layers in graphite or even larger, all theoretical models of graphene's 
dynamic response assume a zero gap between the graphene and a substrate [24, 25]. One of our 
principal goals is to demonstrate just how strong are the effects of finite h  in the dynamic-polarization 
forces on moving ions, implying a need to include the gap size explicitly in modelling of other 
screening phenomena by graphene. 
Although we consider the RPA dielectric function to be a basic, parameter-free model that provides 
an adequate description of both the interband and intraband SPEs, as well as plasmon excitations, in 
graphene, the model nevertheless has its shortcomings. For example, it ignores the local-field effects 
(LFE) due to electron-electron correlations [4, 32] and assigns an infinitely long lifetime to the 
electron excitations. The latter deficiency is often rectified in ab initio studies by applying a finite 
broadening, on the order of eV5.0 , to the frequency domain for calculations of the loss function [5]. 
In a similar way, one can introduce a finite relaxation time, or decay (damping) rate,  , to the RPA 
dielectric function for graphene using Mermin’s procedure [33, 34]. Since there are many scattering 
processes that can give rise to a finite lifetime of the excited π electrons in graphene, an accurate 
determination of   still presents a challenge [34, 35]. Therefore, we make one of our principal goals 
to estimate   by comparing the RPA model with finite damping to the experimental data for the high-
resolution reflection EELS (HREELS) spectra of graphene on a SiC substrate [36]. 
The parameters of primary interest in this study are the equilibrium density of charge carriers in 
graphene, n , the graphene-substrate gap height, h , and the damping rate,  . The equilibrium density 
is particularly important because it determines the Fermi momentum of graphene’s π-electron band, 
nkF  , and the corresponding Fermi energy, FFF vkE  , where 300/cvF   is the Fermi speed 
of the linearized π band and c  is the speed of light in free space. In this paper, we consider a wide 
range of densities 0n , expressed as a multiple of the base value 2110 10
 cmn . Note that we use 
Gaussian electrostatic units. 
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2.  Forces on moving charges 
We use a Cartesian coordinate system with coordinates },{ zR  and assume that graphene is located in 
the plane 0z , where },{ yxR   is position in the plane and z  distance from it. A substrate with 
dielectric constant s  is assumed to occupy the region hz   underneath the graphene, whereas the 
region hz   is assumed to be vacuum or air. It can be shown that, for a point charge Ze  moving 
parallel to graphene with speed v  at a fixed distance 00 z , the stopping and image forces are given 
by, respectively 
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where we have used the symmetry properties of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function 
of supported graphene 
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is the background dielectric function which quantifies the effects of substrate on the response of 
graphene. Note that )(0 q  takes the values in the range between 1  and 2/)1( s , characterizing, 
respectively, the case of a free-standing graphene ( h ) and the case of a zero gap ( 0h ) 
between graphene and a substrate.  
We first present the stopping and image forces calculated with dielectric functions from the kinetic 
equation (KE) model [27] and the random phase approximation (RPA) model [24, 25, 37] for free 
graphene ( h ) and a vanishing damping rate ( 0 ). The results for both forces are normalized 
by )4/( 20
22
0 zeZF  , the magnitude of the classical image force on a static point charge a distance 0z  
from a perfect conductor, to better reveal differences between the two models. 
The difference between the KE and RPA models at low particle speeds ( Fvv  ) is analyzed in 
figure 1. We compare the normalized stopping and image forces on a proton ( 1Z ) moving at a 
speed 2/Fvv   above free graphene as a function of the particle distance 0z , for a broad range of 
densities. At such low speeds, one can see that the agreement between the KE and RPA models is 
better for the image force than it is for the stopping force. It follows from figure 1 that the condition 
10 Fkz  may suffice as a rough criterion for the application of the KE model at low speeds. This 
condition is far less restrictive than 10 Fkz , which is required for the application of the KE model 
at high speeds ( Fvv  ). 
We now use the RPA dielectric function with a vanishing damping rate ( 0 ) to evaluate the 
stopping and image forces, and investigate the effects of a finite graphene-substrate gap. We assume 
that graphene is supported by a SiO2 substrate ( 9.3s ) and consider the gap heights 0h  for the 
zero gap commonly considered in the literature, 4h Å for a realistic value [30] and h  for free 
graphene. 
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Figure 1. The stopping force (a) and image force (b) normalized by )4/( 20
22
0 zeZF   and shown as a 
function of the distance 0z  of a proton ( 1Z ) moving at a reduced speed 5.0/ Fvv  above free 
graphene ( h ) for several values of the reduced charge-carrier density 0/ nn , where 
211
0 10
 cmn . The thick and thin lines represent the results from the RPA and KE models with 
vanishing damping ( 0 ), respectively. 
 
Figure 2. The stopping force (a) and image force (b) from the RPA model with vanishing damping 
( 0 ) shown as a function of the reduced speed Fvv /  of a proton ( 1Z ) moving at a distance 
200 z Å above graphene on a SiO2 substrate ( 9.3s ). Results are shown for several values of the 
gap height h  and several values of the reduced charge-carrier density 0/ nn , where 
211
0 10
 cmn . 
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In figure 2, we compare the velocity dependence of the stopping and image forces on a proton 
moving at a distance 200 z Å above graphene for several gap heights and densities. For low particle 
speeds ( Fvv  ), the gap height has a relatively small influence on the stopping and image forces that 
diminishes as the charge-carrier density increases and effectively screens out the graphene-substrate 
gap. The density n  is therefore the most important parameter in the low-speed behavior of both 
forces. For higher particle speeds, the charge carriers in graphene are not as effective in screening out 
the graphene-substrate gap, and hence the gap height has a much stronger effect on the stopping and 
image forces. In particular, figure 2 shows that for sufficiently high speeds ( Fvv  ) an increase in 
the gap height tends to increase the strength of the stopping force and decrease the strength of the 
image force, but there is a range of moderate speeds for which this trend is reversed. One may 
conclude that in the RPA model, as in the KE model [27], any uncertainty or local variations in the 
gap height across graphene can lead to large fluctuations in the stopping and image forces, particularly 
for high particle speeds. 
3.  Comparison with HREELS experiment 
In this section, we use the RPA model with a finite damping rate 0  by means of the Mermin 
dielectric function ),,(  qM  (see appendix in reference [37]). To obtain a reasonable estimate for 
 , we compare the RPA model with finite damping to the experimental data for the HREELS spectra 
of graphene on a SiC substrate [36]. 
In figure 3, we display a tentative comparison between the HREELS data [36] and the Mermin loss 
function )],,(/1Im[  qM  with 0 , 200 , and meV400  and a gap height of 1Å for 
wavenumbers ranging from 008.0  to 102.0 Å-1. The SiC substrate is treated in the static mode with 
dielectric constant 7.9s , and the equilibrium density in graphene is set at 
213102  cmn  (hence 
meVEF 570  and 08.0Fk Å
-1
) to match experimental conditions. Note that since the HREELS 
data is scaled arbitrarily, the Mermin loss functions for 200  and meV400  are scaled so that 
the maximum peak heights coincide with those from the experiment. For 0 , however, the 
singular plasmon peak prevents such a scaling, and so the Mermin loss function is scaled by the same 
factor as for the meV400  loss function. 
In figure 3, the range Fkq   is particularly interesting because the Mermin loss function with 
0  exhibits three distinct features for these wavenumbers: a continuous spectrum of intraband 
SPEs for Fqv0 , a continuous spectrum of interband SPEs for )2( qkv FF  , and a narrow 
plasmon line at )(qp   in the otherwise void interval )2( qkvqv FFF  . The fact that these 
three features are not visible in the experimental HREELS spectra can be tentatively explained by 
assuming that a large enough damping rate   exists, due to various scattering mechanisms, that a 
broadened plasmon line merges into the two regions of SPEs to form a single peak that follows 
approximately the original plasmon dispersion curve, )(qp  . Note that a broadening of the 
plasmon line for the 0  loss function does occur for the wavenumbers 077.0q  and 102.0 Å-1 
as the plasmon line crosses the boundary )2( qkv FF   and enters into the region of interband 
SPEs, in which collective plasma oscillations decay into SPEs in a way that can be described by a 
finite Landau damping rate, L  [38]. For the Mermin loss function with a phenomenological damping 
rate  , however, a broadening of the plasmon line occurs for all q . Figure 3 shows that a reasonably 
good qualitative agreement with the experiment can be achieved by using a gap height 1h Å and a 
damping rate meV400 . 
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It is also interesting to consider the low-energy features in the experimental data which are not well 
reproduced in figure 3 by the present model. Given that graphene's π electron plasmon dispersion 
scales as qqp )(  at long wavelengths, one may expect that it will be strongly coupled with the 
non-dispersing Fuchs-Kliever surface phonon mode in the SiC substrate at the frequency around 
meV116  [36]. Such coupling was discussed recently in reference [39] where the strong optical 
phonon mode in SiC was described by a simple frequency-dependent dielectric function )( s  to be 
used in equation (4) for the overall dielectric response of epitaxial graphene. As a result, a strong 
avoided crossing between the graphene’s plasmon mode and the phonon mode in the substrate was 
predicted theoretically in reference [39] and confirmed experimentally in reference [40]. It is 
interesting that this plasmon-phonon coupling scenario continues to attract considerable interest [41, 
42, 43]. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The Mermin loss function (in arbitrary units) versus the energy loss for graphene with a 
charge-carrier density 
213102  cmn  supported on a SiC substrate with static dielectric constant 
7.9s  and a gap height 1h Å. Model results are shown for damping rates 0 , 200 , and 
meV400 , while symbols show the HREELS experimental data from reference [36]. 
4.  Conclusions 
We have presented an extensive analysis of the stopping and image forces on an external point charge 
moving parallel to a single layer of supported graphene under the gating conditions. Calculations of 
the velocity and distance dependencies of the stopping and image forces were performed within the 
random phase approximation (RPA) for a broad range of charge-carrier densities with two major 
goals: to compare the results with a semiclassical kinetic equation (KE) model, and to examine of the 
effects of a finite graphene-substrate gap. The third goal was to estimate a finite damping rate 
introduced using Mermin’s procedure. 
With respect to the first goal, a comparison of the forces from the RPA and KE models in the 
regime of vanishing damping has revealed that the latter model may be justified for particle distances 
satisfying 10 Fkz  for Fvv   and satisfying 10 Fkz  for Fvv  . When combined through Bohr’s 
adiabatic criterion, these conditions suggest that the KE model is valid only for heavily doped 
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graphene with 0/ zvEF  , for which the effects of the interband single-particle excitations on the 
stopping and image forces are minimized. With respect to the second goal, the effects of a finite gap 
between graphene and a supporting substrate in the RPA model with vanishing damping have been 
found to be quite strong, particularly for medium to high particle speeds. These results have confirmed 
earlier findings from the KE model [27] and raise some concern over the common practice of treating 
graphene with a zero gap when dealing with the dynamic polarization forces on external moving 
charges. With respect to the third goal, we have made an effort to estimate the order of magnitude of 
the damping rate,  , by providing a tentative fit of the RPA dielectric function modified by Mermin’s 
procedure with experimental data for the HREELS spectra of graphene on a SiC substrate [36]. 
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